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A finite automaton with state space S and alphabet A can be thought of as a directed graph 
with vertex set S such that for each vertex t ES the edges leaving t are in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with A. Motivated by a problem in logic, we propose a problem about intersections 
of languages accepted by finite automata and give some partial results. 
1. Introduction 
For fixed of and k consider the set M(n,k) of all finite automata on a fixed set 
of n states and k letter-c (definitions are given in Section 2) having specified initial 
state and unspecified final state. A final state mapfon M(n, k) assigns to each such 
automaton Ma final (accepting) state which detennines a language accepted by M. 
We are interested in conditions on f that ensure that all automata in n, k) accept 
a word in common. More precisely, we want to determine the smallest m = l~il(n, k)
such that if every m automata in M(n, k) accept a common word then they all do. 
It is easy to show that m(n, 1) = 2. We show that m(n, k)z 3 for n, kz2 and 
m(2,k)=3. 
This problem arose from an attempt o find a more intuitive formulation of a 
question posed by Flotkin [l] concerning the connection between combinators and 
logical relations. The relationship of our problem to his is described in Section 4 of 
this paper. 
Let S and *.4 be finite sets. An automaton with state space S and alphabet A con- 
sists of 
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(1) a designated element fl of S, called the initial state, 
(2) a collection of functions from S to S, one for each element of A; for a E A 
the function associated to a is denoted a? 
An automaton &f can be represented byits state diagram. This is a directed graph 
with vertex set S and having, for each t E S and Q E A, an edge directed from t to 
a”(t) labeled a. For insknce, the automaton having S= (4 l}, A = {a, 8) with 
a”= 1 and biU the identity is depicted in Fig. 1. 
We denote by M(A, S) the set of all automata with state Tpace S and alphabet A. 
Note that 
A word over the alphabet A is a finite sequence of elements from A; A denotes the 
empty word. The set of all words over A is denoted A*. A language over A is a 
subset L of A *. 
Given an automaton 1M in M(A, S) a word w = ala2a3 . .. a, in A * corresponds to 
the function ~~=aFoaE lo.==oar where 3 denotes composition, i.e., #(t)= 
ay(a!!! &...(ai”(t))...)). In terms of the state diagram of M, wM<t) is determined by 
starting at t and moving successively along the arrows labeled al, a2, . . . , a,. 
Let M be an automaton i  M(A, S). For each state tE S the language accepted by 
Mat t, written L(A4, t) is the subset of words w in A* such that fl maps the initial 
state to t. Observe that the set of languages {L(M, t): t E S} is a partition of A*. For 
instance, for M as depicted in Fig. 1, L(M,O) = {b} * and L(M, 1) = {a, b}*- {b}*. 
4fin4: state assignment (map or setting) f for AU(A, S) is a map assigning to each 
automaton M a state f ! The language accepted by M and f is the language 
L(M,f M, of words mapping sM to f”. The set of all such final state assignments 
is denoted F(A,S). 
Of particular interest are those final state assignments f uch that for some word 
w, w is accepted by every machine in M(A, S) under f. Such an f is said to be induced 
by the word w, since fM is given by w”@). The final state assignment induced by 
w is denoted fW. Note that two words Imay induce the same final state assignment. 
A final state map ~EF(A, S) satisfies the m-intersection condition if for any m 
machines in M(A,S) there is a word accepted by all of them. Clearly if f is induced 
by some word then it satisfies the m-intersection condition for all m. Conversely, 
b b 
a 
Fig. 1. A state diagram. 
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if f satisfies the m-intersection condition for m large enough (m = 1 ,S)l is 
trivially sufficient) thenfis induced by some word. Consider the minimum m such 
that any final state map jk &4, S) that satisfies the m-intersection condition is in- 
duced by a word. It is evident hat this minimum depends only upon the cardinalities 
of S and A and we denote it by m(n,k) where (A 1 =n and IS( =k. 
Consider the case A = {a}, i.e., n = 1. Then each word W=Q& in A* can be iden- 
tified with the nonnegative integer k. For a machine A4 and state t, L(M, t) is either 
empty (if a$*)# t for all k), has a unique word (if ak(sM) = t for some k but 
aj(t) + t for any j#O) or is an infinite arithmetic ression of words (if k is the 
smallest integer with ak($“) = t and j the smallest sitive integer with d(t) = t then 
L(M, t) = (ak+@: q> 0)). Let f be a final state assignment satisfying the 24nter- 
section property. Then L(M,f M, is nonempty for al1 M. If L(M* f M, is a unique 
word for some M then the 24ntersection property implies that f is induced by that 
word. So assume that L(M, f M, is an infinite arithmetic progression for every AN. 
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem any finite set of arithmetic progressions that 
intersect pairwise have a number in common. Thus m(l, k) = 2. 
We have no good idea as to the general behavior of m(n, k). The only lower bound 
that we know is 
Proposition 2.1. For all n,kr 2, m(n9 k) 2 3. 
Thus, for all we know, the 34ntersection property 
f is induced bY some word. We can show only: 
may be enough to imply that 
Theorem 2.2. For all n >2, m(n, 2) = 3. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let JA I = n and $i - k and fix (z E A. For each ME 
M&Z) define e to be a’@). Let f be the final state assignment 
if there exists a word w such that wM<($ 1) = e2, 
otherwise. 
We claim that f satisfies the 2-intersection property but is not induced by any 
word. Say that a machine is type-l if f M =fi$_2 and is type-2 otherwise. Any two 
type-l machines accept akD2 and any two type-2 machines accept &’ so we need 
only show that if M is type-2 and M’ is type-l then they accept a word in common. 
By definition M’ accepts some word of the form ok- ‘IV. We claim that A4 accepts 
every such word. First of all, it must be that #, s;“t . . . ,$! l are distinct (and 
therefore exhaust S); otherwise some word & maps Sk”_ 1 to s;_~. Thus every word 
w maps SF_, to itself since if uv maps e_, to s,? with i< k- 1 then wakW2-j maps 
&I to s?_~. Hence A4 accepts all words of the form ak-‘w, and $ has the 
2-intersection property. 
On the other hand, the machines depicted in Fig. 2 accept no word in common 
under f, so f is not induced by any word. 0 
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Fig. 2. S= (0, . . . . k - 1) with initial state 0. All arrows not shown point to k - I. Under f, Ml and Mt 
are set to k - 2 and lkf~ to k - I. The only word accepted by both MI and A& is a’ -’ which is not ac- 
cepted by MJ. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let S= (41). Let us pair up machines in M(S, S) by pairing 
M with the machine nM obtained by exchanging the names of the states (in par- 
ticular, exactly one of them has initial state 0). Then 
L(M, 0) = L(RM, 1) and L(M, I) = L(nM, 0) 
so since M and nM accept at least one word in common, they in fact accept he same 
language. Thus it is enough to restrict attention to machines with initial state 0 and 
show that they accept a word in common. 
Given ME M(S, S) with initial state 0 define resets 
I?*= {4rEA:a”(t)mO) R, = {aeA: a”(t) = I} 
and permutations 
I= {aeA:a”(t) = i}, J= {aEA:a”(t) = l-t}. 
These four sets completely determine M. We write M= (Ro, RI, I, J). 
We assume that fis a final state assignment satisfying the 34ntersection property 
and proceed to investigate the consequences. First consider machines of the form 
(0,X,X, 0) where X= A -X. Such a machine accepts the language X* if the final 
state is 0. Thus the machine (0,0, A, 8) must be set to 0, otherwise it accepts no 
words. Furthermore, if (0,8,X, 0) and <ff9 Y,Y, 0) are both set to 0 then so is 
(0, X U PI X n U, 0) (otherwise they accept no common word). Thus there is a unique 
minimal set B such that (0,8, B, 0) is set to 0. 
We now consider machines of the form (0,0, X) where XG B. Set p(X) = 
f(0,0, XX 1; for b E B, p(b) =p({ b)). Observe that w is accepted by (0,0, X,X) if the 
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parity of the number of a ~pearances of elements of X in w is p(X). Thus, if X, Y c B 
are disjoint, then 
p(X)+p(Y) =p(XU Y) mod 2 
otherwise (0,0,X,X), (0,0, Y, Y) and (0,0,XU Y,XU Y) accept no word in com- 
mon. A simple induction yields: 
Lemma 2.3, For XE B, p(X)= CbeXp(b) mod 2. 
Next we consider machines of the form (b? 0, X U b, X) and (0, b, X U b, X) where 
btzB and XcB-6. Set 
p(b,X) =f(b,0,XUb,X) and q(b,X) =f(O,b,XUb,X). 
Analogous to Lemma 2.3 we have: 
Lemma 2.4. For b E B and X E B - b, 
(i) p(b,X) = c p(b, c) mod 2, 
CEX 
0 ii q(b, X) = p(b, X) + 1 mod 2. 
Proof. (i) A word w is accepted by (b, 0, X U b, X) if and only if the number of oc- 
currences of elements of X after the last b in w has parity p(b, X). Thus if X, Y G 
B- b are disjoint then 
p&X) +p(b, Y) = p(b, X U Y) mod 2 
since (b, 0, X U b, X), (b, 0, Y U 6, Y) and (b, 0, X U Y U b, X U Y) must accept aword 
in common. An induction completes the proof. 
(ii) The machine (0, b, 6,0) is set to 1 hence it accepts only words that contain b. 
Thus the machines (b, 0, X U b, X) and (0, b, X U b, X) accept some word in common 
that contains b, but any such word leaves the two machines in opposite states. q 
Next consider machines of the form (b, c, b U c, 0) where b, c E B and define b < c 
if f(b, c, bU c,0) = 1. We claim that this defines a total order on B. If (b, c, b U c, 
is set to 1 then it accepts those words w that contain at least one c such that no 
appears after the last c. Thus it cannot be that both b < c and CC b fo; 3 in this case, 
(b, c, b U c, 0) and (c, b,:ub, 0) would not accept a word in common. Similarly sfnce 
(0, c U b, c U b, 0) is set to 1, it cannot be that both b K c and c< b for, in this case, 
(b,c,bUc,O), (c,b,cUb,0) and (O,cUb,cUb, would ast accept a word in co 
b< d for otherwise (b, c, b U c, 
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Lemma 2.5. If b> c then p(b, c) = 0. 
Proof. (c, b, b U c, 0) has final state 1 3w uarJ ~a~nv word accepted by it has no c’s after the 
last b. Hence (b, @ b U c, c) must be set to 0 to accept some word in common with 
(c,b,bUc,o). •I 
For X E B, define the language W(X) E X* by w E W(X) iff 
(1) every b E X appears in w and appears with parity p(&, 
(2) for b, c E X with b< c, the number of c’s occurring after the last b is at least 
one and has parity p(b, c). 
Theorem 2.2 now follows from two lemmas: 
Lemma 2.6. Every machine accepts every word in W(B). 
Lemma 2.7. W(B) is nonempty. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Let M= (R&J 9) be any machine. Note that M and 
(Ron B,R, n B, IU &Jn B) have the same setting and therefore accept he same 
words in B* since these machines, together Iwith (0,& B,0), accept a word in com- 
mon. It therefore is enough to verify the lemma when R. U RI U J E B, which we do 
by induction on I&U RI I. If l&U Ri 1 s 1 then M is of the form (0,0,X,X), 
(b, 0, X U b, X) or (0, b, X U b, X) where X E B and b E B - X. In these cases the lem- 
ma follows respectively from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. If l&U RI I > 1 let b,cE 
I?0 U RI with b< c, and put M’= (R. - b,Rl - b,I U b, J). By the induction hypo- 
these, M’ accepts all words in W(B). Now M, M’ and (b, c, b U c, 0) accept a word 
in common so A4 and M’ have the same final state. Finally since any word in W(B) 
puts A4 and M’ in the same state, M must accept every word in W(B). Cl 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. We show by induction on (XI that W(X) is nonempty; this 
is trivial for IX I = 1. Suppose IX I> 2 and let b be the smallest element of X. By the 
induction hypothesis W(X-b) co&ains a word w. Construct a word u such that 
each letter c in (X-b)* appears p(b,c) +p(c) times. The word &‘@)+*uw then 
belongs to W(X). El 
The above proof yields the following additional fact that will be of interest in the 
next section. 
2.8. Let f be a final state assignment on M(S, A) with IS I = 2 and 
A=(a,,a*,..., a,), that satisfies the 34ntersection condition (equivalently f is in- 
duced by some word). Then the value off M for any machine M is determined by 
the value off fca the following set of machines: 
(1) i = l,..*,n, 
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(2) (ai,aj,l?iUaj,o), 15 is jc n, 
(3 
(4) 
(O,apiZiUaj,Qj), 1 *= i # jr n, 
i = l,...,n. 
Proof. The set iB, the ordering on B and the functions p(b) and p(b$ c) described 
above are determined by the final states of the given machines. Thus this specifies 
a nonempty language W(B) accepted by all machines, so f =&.,, for any w E 
W(B). 0 
3. Test sets 
Let us say that words wl, w2 E A * are distinguishable by a machine ME S) 
if wr and w2 leave M in different states, i.e., wy(~~) + wy(s”). Two words are S- 
distinguishable if there exists some machine in M(A,S) for which they are dis- 
tinguishable, otherwise they are S-equivalent. Note that u and w are S-equivalent if 
and only if they induce the same final state assignment on M(A,S). For example, 
if S = 121 then it is easy to show that for a E A the words of the form a2j+ ’ are S- 
equivalent. A test set for A&l, S) is a set {Ml, . . . , Mt > of machines uch that any 
two S-distinguishable words in A * are distinguishable byone of the machines in the 
test set. Let r(A, S) be the size of a smallest est set for M(A, S). 
Proposition 3.1. m(n, k) 5 t(n, k) + 1. 
Proof. Let t = t(n, k) and let Ml, . . . , MI be a test set for M(A, S) where n = IA 1 and 
k = 1 S 1. Suppose f is a final state assignment satisfying the t + 1 intersection proper- 
ty. Let L be the language accepted in common by M,, . . . , M,; L is nonempty. 
Moreover any other machine M accepts a word in common with Ml, . . . , hfi f SO 
every machine accepts ome word from L. But since A&, . . . , Ml is a test set, L con- 
sists of S-equivalent words and so any machine accept ing some word of L accepts 
all of L. Hence L is accepted by every machine and so f is unduced by any word 
inL. 0 
It is clear that the property of S-distinguishability only depends on the cardinality 
of S. Hence we write k-distinguishable to mean S-distinguishable for ISI = k. 
Similarly we write t(n, k) for t(A, S) where iA I = n and I Sl = k. 
In the case that S is infinite, it is easy to construct a machine in 
distinguishes every pair of words in A* (this is the automaton whose 
is an infinite IA I-ary tree) and hence there is a test of size one. Therefore, for S in- 
finite m(A, S) =2. This fact, noted first by lotkin 1111 motivated much of the pre- 
k (see Section 4). 
ve been unable to do much in the way of calculation of b(n,k). As a conse- 
quence of results in the previous ection we do have: 
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~hHW4!M ?) 2 h2(t(?l 2)+12-1 . . 2 - ’ -2 2n. 
Pro&Z Proposition 2.8 implies that there is a test set of size $n2-$r since if fw 
and fU agree on this set then they must agree on all machines. To obtain the lower 
bound, observe that any 2ne machine distinguishes between only two classes of 
words, so a set of t machines distinguishes among at most 2’ classes of words. Thus 
t&q 2)1 log2(number of 2-equivalence lasses of A*). The proof of Theorem 2.2 
shows that each distinct induced final assignment f corresponds to a subset B, a 
linear order c on B and values p(b) E (41) for b E B and p(b, 0) E (4 1) for ~CC. 
Thus the number of distinct induced assignments (and therefore the number of 
2-equivalence lasses) is equal to 
Since m(n, 2) = 3 and t(n, 2)~ +n2 it seems that the bound of Proposition 3.1 is 
quite weak. Nevertheless, the problem of determining t(n, k) is of independent in- 
terest because it relates to the question: 
What is the complexity of the problem: given words w1 and w2 and in- 
teger k are w1 and w2 &distinguishable? 
Given an explicit est set for M(A, S) of size t the above problem can be answered 
in time proportional to (I w1 I+ 1 w21)t by just applying wl and w2 to each machine. 
Thus, for instance, using the test set for two machines we obtain an algorithm re- 
quiring O(n2( I w1 I + 1~~1)) operations. Thus an explicit construction of a “small” 
test set yields a good algorithm for the above question. 
Some related algorithmic problems about automata re shown to be NP-complete 
in [4]. 
4. Combinators and logkai relations 
In this section we discuss ome ideas in logic that provided the motivation for the 
questions of the previous ection. . 
Let S be a nonempty set. We denote by (S+S) the set of functions from S to S. 
An n-ary functional @ on S is a map @ : (S --) S)” --) (S --) S). For example, the com- 
position functional is a 2-ary functional on any S given by @(f,g)(s) =fog(s). For 
1s irn, the functional pi”, projection onto the r”th coordinate, is given by 
py(al, . . ..a.) = ai. 
We define the composition of two n-ary functionals @ and 
( )(a r, . . . . an) = @(a,, . . . . a,)” ly(a,, . . . . an). 
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The n-ary functional which maps an n-tuple (ot 1, . . . , an) to the identity function is 
denoted by I. Note that for any functional Qi, Q, oI= 10 @ = @. 
An n-ary functional is a combinatw if it can be obtained by compositions of n-ary 
projections (we regard the functional I as the empty composition). For example, the 
2-ary composition functional is a combinator since it can be represented asp: 0~:. 
Combinators are of fundamental interest in the theory of programming languages 
[6], the theory of Cartesian closed categories [S], and in logic [‘?I. 
We write [tj] for the m-tuple (tt, . . . , tm) and similarly we write [aj] for the m- 
tuple (q, . . . , a,) of functions. We define [aj][lj] = [Crj(tj)] (pointwk application). 
We write [@j] for the m-tuple (@r, . . . . @,,J of Po-ary functionals and [q] for the 
n x m matrix 
of functions. We define [@j][ao] = [@jiGus . .. , anj)]. 
Let R E Sm be an m-ary relation on S. We can extend the definition of R (lift R) 
to S --, S be defining 
[aj] E R * whenever [tj] E R then [aj] [tj] E R. 
For example, if R is the graph of a permutation R of S, i.e., 
(x,ybR - K(X) =y, 
then (aJ3) E R*B is the result of conjugating a by II. We say a satisfies l? if 
(a, . . . 9 a) E R. For example, if R is a partial ordering of S then a satisfies R if and 
only if a is monotone. 
Similarly, we can lift R to n-ary functionals on S. Let us write [a&] c R if each 
row of [ati] belongs to R (lifted to S-+ S). We define 
[@j] E R w whenever [au] c R then [@j][ao] E R. 
For example, if R is an equivalence r lation on S then (a, j3) E R if and only if a and 
fl are well defined and equal modulo R and (G, Y) E R if and only if @ and Y are 
well defined and equal on S 3 S modulo R. We say Qi satisfies R if (@, .. . , a) E 41. 
For example, if R is the graph of R as before, Q, satisfies R if and only if @ preserves 
conjugation by R. 
An m-ary relation on n-ary functionals on S is called rogicar if it is obtained from 
some R c S” by such lifting. 
It is an easy exercise to show that any combinator on S satisfies every logical rela- 
tion. In fact, as we will see, the converse hoids. In the case that S is infinite, 
[l] proved the following: 
roposition .l. If Q) is an n-ary functional on the infinite set S that satisfies all 
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2-ary logical relations then @ is a combinator. 
The result led him to speculate that an analogous result holds for finite S. This 
question was the starting point for our investigations. The reader who has read this 
far will probably agree that a major difficulty in thinking about all of this is keeping 
the definitions traight. This motivated us to find the following more intuitive for- 
mulation in terms of automata. 
Let A={a,,..., a,, } . As defined earlier, an automaton ME M(A, S) can be view- 
ed as an (n + I)-tuple (a[“, a?, . . . , a,“, s”). A final staie setting f on M(A, S) assigns 
to each such automaton an element of S. f corresponds naturally to an n-ary func- 
tional f on S given by the rule 
f( aM aM a”)(sM) = f M. 19 29-“, n 
Conversely, every n-ary functional on S defines a final state setting. 
Under the correspondence it is easy to see that f is a combinator precisely when 
f is induced by some word. Moreover, we have: 
Proposition 4.2. Let S tre a set and A = (al, a2, . . . , a,,} and let f be a final state set- 
ting for M(A, S). Let f be the corresponding nary functional on S. Then the follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(1) Qb satisfies every m-ary logical location, 
(2) f satisfies the m-intersection property. 
Before proving this proposition, let us observe it implies that m(S,S) is the 
smallest m such that each IA I-ary functional @ on S satisfying every nr-ary logical 
relation is a combinator. In particular, Proposition 4.1 is equivalent to the previous- 
ly observed Jact that m(S, A) = 2 if S is infinite. In addition, Proposition 4.2 implies 
that the analog of Proposition 4.1 for finite sets fails. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. (1) --) (2). Suppose (1) is true. Let A%=&, . . . , iI& be ir?, 
M(A,S). We write sj for ~4, fj for fw, and if w EA*, wi for ~4. Define the 
relation R c S” by 
R = {(WI@,), . . . . @(s,)): w E A*}. 
Notice that when R is lifted to m-tuples of functions we have that for any 
wEA*,(Wls w2 , . . . , w”) satisfies R. In particular, for each 15 i,c n, (a:, a!, . . . , a:) 
satisfies R. By the definition off, we have fj= f(a{, . . . , a{)@) for j = 1, . . . , m; since 
f satisfies R, we have (fi , . . . , f “) E R. By the definition of R there is a word w with 
fj= w’<si), i.e., w is accepted by each Mj. 
(2) -+ (1). Suppose (2) and let R bc an m-ary logical relation. To sho*a that f 
satisfies R we must show that whenever [ad] c then [ f(a,j, . . . , ““j j] E R. SO zsp- 
POSt !~lij] 5 R. TO Show [f(Qlj, . . . , Q”j)] E R we must show that whenever (~1 5 = = = 9 s,,,) E 
R then [f(alj,  **,auj)(Sj)] El?. Suppose (sr: w..9s,,&R. For j=l, . . ..m let Mj be the 
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automaton with initial state Sj and ith function cuij. By hypothesis there is some 
word w accepted by every Mj, so we have for each j = 1, . . . , HZ: 
f(alj, “2j, l -* 9 ~~jMj1 =fw(GIljs a2js -** 9 ~n,)Gjh 
but fw is a combinator and so satisfies R. Thus 
[f(au, (Qj9 l -• 9 cr,iMj)l = [fw@ljla2j9 l**9cl,i>@j)l El?* Cl 
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